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Background

• With increasing adoption of electronic health record 
(EHR) systems, millions of patients have their medical 
histories digitized and archived in a structured form

• The immense amount of EHR data serves as unique 
resources for clinical decision support (CDS)

• Finding similar patients to a target patient 
– To derive diagnostic and prognostic information for guiding the 

treatment of the target patient

• Personalized medicine
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Finding similar patients,Personalized medicineEvery individual is different.  Those who receive the same medication may react differently. So that it is important to tailor medical procedure to individuals. We assume that patients sharing similar healthcare event trajectories will tend to react similarity to a same procedure



Motivation

• Medical history as a sequence of time-stamped events
• Inpatients are monitored based on their health status [1]

– The choice of specific measurements
– The order of specific measurements
– The frequency of measurements e.g. patients are monitored 

more intensively when their health is deteriorating
• Most existing patient-similarity measures did not utilize 

all the aforementioned temporal information [2-5]

Rich information 
hidden in 

measurement patterns
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Medical history as a sequence of time-stamped eventsBecause clinicians monitor patients based on their status. For example, monitor more intensively if health is deterioratingRich information…, including …Most existing patient either just focus on static characteristics such as gender or age, or did not utilize all the aforementioned temporal information
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Decision Support for Case-based Reasoning

Ranking by 
Temporal 
Similarity

ICU database

Patient 1

Patient 2

…

Patient n

Target patient

Patient 1

…

Patient n

A target patient

Facilitate clinicians’ decision making After similarity ranking 
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Here is an application scenario. Say a target patient is in Emergency room under intensive care, he has a complicated medical history, so that clinicians want to make better decision for treatment plan based on similar cases in ICU database.Here is a diagram for a ICU database. Those horizontal lines represent patients’ timelines, and dots with different color and shapes represent a variety of measurements or procedures. It is difiiculte for clinicians to infer knowledge from original database, but after we rank past cases by temporal similarity, the event sequences  of other cases are properly aligned with that of our target patient.



Concept

• Modification of Smith-Waterman Algorithm [7]

– Dynamic programming
– Determining similar regions between two strings
– Tolerant of missing or extra events

Patient 1

Patient 2

A B C

A C
15h

20h2h

Output:
Patient 1 = A 2h B 20h C
Patient 2 = A  - - 15h C
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Our similarity measure is modified from smith waterman…Tolerant of missing or extra events, this is an important feature since HER data is noisy, sparse, and irregular. Our goal is not to find 100% perfect matching cases.Here is a simplified 



Matrix Representation
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Score matrix and pointer matrix. First we will need to fill the entire score matrix on the left. Write down 0s at top column and the first row. Cause we want to align part of two event sequences, and we will not give penalty on gap at the ends of sequences.For filling next element, we will consider the maximum score we can get from three action choices. First one is match, which is a diagonal move, we will get 5 for perfect match. The match between two time intervals will be penalized according to their difference. The second choice which is a horizontal move, that means we will allow in the second sequence and receive penalty of -1. Again for a gap of time interval, we will adjust the penalty based on the duration of time interval. Every time we make a choice, we will record our choice in the pointer matrix.After filling the entire score matrix, we will find the corresponding element in the pointer matrix with largest score and then trace it back until we get 0.Hyperparameters, grid search
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Patient Data Extraction

Table 1 Top 10 most frequent Laboratory 
Items in MIMIC-II

Laborator
y Item

Identifier 
in MIMIC-II

# of Records

Total Normal Abnormal

Hematocrit 50,383 596,604 73,402 523,202

Potassium 50,149 561,178 494,082 67,096

Sodium 50,159 528,229 444,852 83,377

Creatinine 50,090 526,270 315,795 210,475

Platelets 50,428 526,190 338,222 187,968

Urea 
nitrogen 50,177 522,118 228,110 294,008

Chloride 50,083 517,904 378,534 139,370
Bicarbonat

e 50,172 516,225 370,295 145,930

Anion gap 50,068 507,265 474,916 32,349

Leukocytes 50,468 506,625 293,538 213,087

Total 502,177 5,308,608 3,411,746 1,896,862

Table 2 Top 10 most frequent Laboratory 
Items in the CHOA dataset

Laboratory 
Item

# of Records

Total Normal Abnormal

POC glucose 58,639 19,711 38,928
Oxygen 

Saturation 49,260 21,487 27,773

Arterial POC 
pH 49,256 21,620 27,636

Arterial POC 
pCO2 49,246 26,477 22,769

Arterial POC 
Po2 49,246 5,617 43,629

Sodium 43,603 33,872 9,731
POC ionized 

calcium 43,194 28,614 14,580

Potassium 42,985 28,139 14,846

Calcium 42,727 29,555 13,172

Glucose 42,629 26,712 15,917

Total 470,785 241,804 228,981
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We test our method using two databases. Mimic 2 is a publicly available databases containing clinical data from tens of thousands of intensive care unit patients. The patient data are de-identified.The second database is from our collaborator, children’s healthcare of atlanta. This database contains clinical data from pediatric ICU.For this study, we focus on top ten most frequent laboratory items in both databases. The laborabory results in both databases are annotated by clinicans, we know whether a result is abnormal or normal.



Visualization of an Alignment of Patients’ History

Presenter
Presentation Notes
X-axis, Y axis, little triangles with different colors indicate different lab items.Based on our observation, usually multiple lab results will have the same timestamps. This is understandable, because clinicians will obtain multiple laboratory tests with one blood sample.A corresponding set of laboratory results inferred by our novel similarity measure are connected by black lines. Extra events 



Predictive power of the similarity measure

• Hypothesis: Patients sharing similar lab-test trajectories 
in the past tend to share similar lab-test trajectories in 
the future

• Reasoning:  Patients with higher similarity scores (by our 
approach) of past lab-test trajectories have higher 
similarity scores of future lab-test trajectories

• Given a target patient, we can construct a simple
linear regression models: 

SimilarityScorefuture=a+ b×SimilarityScorepast
Ho: b=0 Ha: b≠0
p-value < 0.05 ?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We construct a simple linear regression model with past similarity scores as independent variable and future similarity scores as dependent variable.



Proving the predictive power

BaselineActual
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Presentation Notes
We select n patients and obtain the last 144 hours of laboratory results of their ICU stays, and equally partitioned the 144 hours into three 48-hour periods. We compared each of laboratory-test trajectory of the remaining patients to that of the target patient and calculated their similarity scores, which is indicated by an colored arrow. Red for the first 48 hours, green arrows for the second, blue arrows for the third. For each target patient, we built a simple linear model with calculated alignment scores of the last two windows (the second and third 48 hours) as dependent variables and alignment scores of the earlier time window (the first 48 hours) as independent variables. We computed p-values to check whether the slope was significantly nonzero. For n patiens, we have n linear regression models and n p-values. To generate baselines for comparisons, we randomly joining the later time window of one patient to the earlier time window of another patient and repeat the same as figure a.



Predictive Power of Our Novel Similarity Measure

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We visualize the distribution of negative log p values. We transform p values for better visualization. We also indicate the value of negative log .05 as a black vertical line.We have six curves in this graph except the baseline curve. Three of them are the third 48 hours as dependent variables. The other three using the second 48 hours as dependent variables. We also compare using just abnormal results, or the change of  lab results, or both normal and abnormal results.We can see that all six curves are very different than baseline curve. 48 hour curves better than 96-hour curves.  Most recent histories give us most information. We also find that using just abnormal is almost equivalent of using both abnormal and normal results. 



Case study: Lab testing vs 48-hr Mortality 

A target patient diagnosed with 
acute kidney injury (AKI) 

K most similar AKI patients to the target 
patients based on 48-hr-lab-test trajectories

MIMIC2 
Database

Majority Voting of 
similar patients

Mortality prediction 

Lab tests are informative for a diagnosis of AKI Mortality rate : 27%
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In the second experiment, we want to prove that our temporal similarity measure is better than non temporal measure. The task is to predict 48 hour mortality.Given a target patient,….Why targe AKI



Case study: Lab testing vs 48-hr Mortality 

A target patient diagnosed with 
sepsis and severe sepsis

K most similar sepsis patients to the target 
patients based on 48-hr-lab-test trajectories

CHOA 
Database

Majority Voting of 
similar patients

Mortality prediction 

Lab tests are informative for a diagnosis of sepsis Mortality rate : 16%



Case study: Lab testing vs 48-hr Mortality 

• Compare to two non-temporal similarity measures 
– The Jaccard Index [9] :

– Cosine [10] :

J A, B =
𝐴𝐴⋂𝐵𝐵
𝐴𝐴⋃𝐵𝐵

cos 𝜃𝜃 =
𝐴𝐴 � 𝐵𝐵
𝐴𝐴 𝐵𝐵

Presence or absence of specific 
abnormal lab-test results

Number of occurrences of specific 
abnormal lab-test results



Result – Sensitivity
Varying K of KNN



Result – F-measure
Varying K of KNN

MIMICII Acute Kidney Injury CHOA Database Sepsis



Result – Sensitivity
Varying Prediction window



Result – F-measure
Varying Prediction Window

MIMICII Acute Kidney Injury CHOA Database Sepsis
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Discussion

• Our novel similarity measure has predictive power, better 
than that of other non-temporal measures

• The assumption that patients are monitored more 
intensively when their health is deteriorating, should be 
experimentally validated or consulted with clinicians

• Clinical protocols may vary hospital by hospital

• Penalize a match between two time intervals according 
to their absolute difference
– May hinder the application of this method to measurements 

spanning over multiple time scales: days for ICU care and years 
for outpatients



Future work

• Combine non-temporal features, i.e., demographics, with 
temporal features, e.g., lab tests, medication, diagnosis, 
I/O events

• Feature selection before similarity analysis

• Solve more real-world clinical problems
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